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The Coronavirus disease (COVID-19) most likely began in an animal species and

subsequently transmitted to humans in Wuhan, China, a city of 11 million people, on

December 29, 2019, when the first case was recorded. The Coronavirus then transmitted

from person to person by infected droplets from a sick person’s coughing, sneezing, or

contaminated hands. Hence, the purpose of the study is to see the impact of the outbreak

of COVID-19 daily tests on the Pakistani rupee against the US dollar exchange rate using

Vector Autoregressive approach. The data is gathered from February 26, 2020 to March,

2021. This period was selected, because the pandemic expanded, and the first case was

observed in Pakistan on Feb 26th 2020. To verify this effect, a Vector Autoregressive

Model was developed. A generalized version of the Autoregressive Model is a Vector

Autoregressive (VAR) model. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, the Pakistani rupee

devalued against the US dollar throughout the abovementioned period. When analyzing

the Pakistani rupee vs. the US dollar exchange rate using a Vector Autoregressive Model,

the values of the lags (1, 4, 6, and 7) of the explanatory variable have a significant impact.

Besides, under the VAR model, the IRF (Impulse Response Function) asserted the actual

impact of the daily COVID-19 tests, as well as Decomposition of Variance was shown to

provide for the daily COVID-19 tests just a small part in understanding the volatility of the

Pakistani rupee against the US dollar exchange rate. The Granger Causality suggests

that the short-term and long-term changes in the Pakistani rupee against the US dollar

exchange rate are caused by daily COVID-19 tests.

Keywords: COVID-19 pandemic, Pakistan rupee-US dollar exchange rate, vector autoregressive approach,

Pakistan, economy

INTRODUCTION

The COVID-19 first case was found in December 2019. Chinese officials conducted retrospective
examinations at the beginning of December 2019 and found human instances with the start of
symptoms. While the most of the first cases were linked to a wholesale food market in Wuhan
city, some were not. Either stall owners, business workers, or regular tourists to this field were
many of the early patients. COVID-19 positive environmental samples acquired from this market
in December 2019 confirms that the Wuhan City market was the source of the outbreak. The
sector was shut down on January 1, 2020. COVID-19 was discovered at the beginning of January
and was shared with the public on January 12th. The entire genetic sequence of COVID-19 from
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early human instances, as well as the accumulation of many
different diseases distinct from human infections in China and
across the world from this point on, show that COVID-19
has a historical background within the bat population. Every
available evidence indicates that the virus is a natural animal
development and was not created or produced by a virus. Various
scientists were able to see the genetic characteristics of SARS-
CoV-2 and have found that there is no reason that SARS-CoV-
2 is a laboratory construction. Every available COVID-19 proof
indicate that SARS-CoV-2 does have a zoonotic origin. But there
is usually little direct interaction between humans and bats, many
things considering, the transmitting of infection to humans has
happened by some other type of species, one that has been
required to be taken good care of by humans. This interim
zoonotic influence may be a household animal, a feral animal,
or a skilled wild beast, that had not yet been recognized. Both the
scattered genetic classes of SARS-CoV-2 detected in human cases
are approximately the same.

Accordingly, numerous nations have actualized measures,
for example, Self-isolation and social distance to avoid more
expansion [1]. Therefore, compressing the disease curve, which
may prove critical in sustaining clinical coverage for patients
really in need of treatment whether it be for COVID-19 or with
other severe conditions [2]. The ability to understand the speed
at which the disease progresses is important in the fight against
the disease outbreak. Evaluating the level of distribution at any
arbitrary point in time will help policymakers in general prepare
for human health and the preparation for resolving the results of
the epidemic [2, 3]. One solution to this is by precise research
at an immense scale. Whereas, research strategies for COVID-
19 differ across country to country [4] with differing percentages
of individuals tested [5], as of 23 April 2020, no country tested
more than 13.4 percent of its population, with the average total,
affected population is 1.3 percent. In the meantime, anti-body
studies, although established beginning on 6 April 2020, were not
generally accepted [6–8].

On 26-02-2020, the Pakistan government’s Health Ministry
confirmed the first case of COVID-19 in Karachi, Sindh
Province. The second incidence was confirmed by Pakistan’s
Department of Health in Islamabad on the same day. Since
then, the virus has infected 6,84,691 Pakistanis (up to March
2021), while more than 6,09,659 Persons have been saved.
Pakistan is one of the fifth most populous countries (having
a population of 212.8 million) throughout the globe, with a
highly populated in numerous towns [9]. Taking Pakistan’s
population dynamics into account, the danger to Pakistan the
outbreak of COVID-19 is very severe. Because of societal and
cultural conventions, typical social contacts the day is also
better than in contrast with Europe or Italy. In Pakistan, it is
very common to have a wider family set-up usually residing
in cramped environments, favoring the spread of disruptive
infection. With 65% under 30 years of age, the Pakistani
country does have the youngest population in the world [9].
The spread of the infection may be facilitated by the highly
populated level in major cities in Pakistan and wider than normal
social groups.

REACTION OF PAKISTAN’S
GOVERNMENT’S TO COVID-19

China, the epicenter of COVID-19, is located northeast of
Pakistan. New economic deals with China and political-religious
ties with Iran have resulted in an influx of infected persons from
these two geographically significant reservoirs of the virus. As
a first line of defense, Pakistan closed its border with China
and imposed strict security measures at the Pakistani-Iranian
border [10]. After all, in the initial stages of the pandemic,
Pakistan appears to lack the ability to recognize COVID-19
correctly, pressuring it to rely on samples from China, Japan, and
the Netherlands. This caused a critical time lag, restricting the
government’s ability to respond appropriately to the outbreak.
Fortunately, the government was able to obtain diagnostic kits
from China as well as primers from Japan, permitting them
to analyze samples independently [11]. Pakistan also shares a
southwest border with Iran, where the number of cases and
deaths is rapidly increasing. The climatic conditions of incredibly
serious outbreaks in two neighboring countries (China and Iran),
combined with the World Health Organization’s declaration of
COVID-19 as a pandemic, prompted Pakistan’s government to
take severe, extreme, and rapid measures to prevent the virus
from spreading much further across the world [12]. Moreover,
in conjunction with civil aviation authorities, the Pakistani
government mandated passenger screening before to entry in
the zone [13]. In collaboration with the Ministry of Health,
the federal government of Pakistan devised a strategy known
as “The National Action Plan for The Corona Virus Disease
(COVID-19) Pakistan” [12]. The goal of this project was to
create policies and a framework to assist provincial governments
and states throughout Pakistan in improving strategies and
solutions to combat the spread of COVID-19. Using it as a
model, provincial governments in Lahore and Karachi (two of
Pakistan’s major cities) built quarantine stations with the help
of Pakistan’s military forces [14]. Furthermore, the government
has established a recently constructed residential building in
Sukkur as a quarantine center with 2,000 beds [15]. Additionally,
a quarantine facility in Taftan, near the Pakistani-Iranian border,
was built to aid in the identification and quarantining of people
returning to Pakistan after visiting Iran [16].

A new quarantine center with 300 beds has been established
in Islamabad. Using extraordinary powers, the government also
announced the closure of all hotels and designated certain of
them as quarantine locations. In addition to these isolation
facilities, the government has constructed isolation units in a few
hospitals [17].

TheMinistry of Health was also ready to provide vital disease-
fighting equipment, like face masks, gloves, and protective suits,
to paramedics and physicians on the front lines of this pandemic.
Hospitals decided to focus on COVID-19 patients and acute
crises [11]. The provincial governments established phone lines
where individuals may ask inquiries about COVID-19-related
healthcare issues. They’ve utilized this website to advise people
to stay at home if they begin to show symptoms of the sickness.
Campaigns were launched on social media and conventional
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networks around the country to raise awareness about correct
hand sanitization procedures and the importance of social
distance in breaking the transmission cycle. The government
distributed alcohol-based sanitizers to people in need, and
manufacture of disinfecting walkthrough gates began, with some
installed at the entrances of selected food markets [12].

Major problems were identified at each level during all of these
attempts. One of the challenges is the irregularity with which
immigration rules dealing with the admission of people from
borders and airports [13] were implemented owing to a lack of
vital security suites and other medical products [1]. COVID-19
spread quickly and consistently throughout the region because
to a lack of facilities, insufficient infrastructure, and inconsistent
government regulation compliance [15–17]. However, officials
planned to move persons infected with COVID-19 to Multan
and Faisalabad (two large Pakistani towns), after converting
numerous public university dorm rooms in those locations into
quarantine facilities [18]. Employees at a hospital staged a protest
against working without proper safety equipment [19]. Likewise,
quarantine institutions were deemed incapable of separating sick
persons from the healthy community. The one-room, one-person
rule, as well as a shortage of clean bathrooms and drinking water,
were all brazenly disregarded. Five people were said to be housed
in a single prison camp [16].

A Cabinet meeting approved a proposal for 900 billion
Pakistani rupees ($5.66 billion) in help to low-income groups,
including labor, and to strengthen health-care facilities in public
hospitals [20]. Despite this, because to the aforementioned
hazards and challenges, the COVID-19 epidemic in Pakistan was
ineffectively controlled.

The pandemic affect almost all the sectors including economy
throughout the world. This study aims to find out the relationship
between the COVID-19 and dollar exchange rate for Pakistan
in order for governments and public sector institutions to
take effective measures to reduce the economic waves of the
pandemic, they require to evaluate the circumstance and the
measure of complications to decide where support is required.

SAFETY MEASURES TO PREVENT THE
COVID-19 DISEASE

Follow these basicmeasures to limit your risks of getting COVID-
19, the new coronavirus that causes a disease.

You should do

i. Stay home and disinfect your home.
ii. Wash your hands for 20 s.
iii. Wear a mask.
iv. Cover nose when sneezing.
v. Social distancing.

You should avoid

i. Avoid crowded places.
ii. Avoid contact with sick people.
iii. Avoid handshaking.
iv. Do not touch you face or nose.
v. Do not travel.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The spreading of COVID-19 to the provinces is projected to have
a greater influence on the Pakistani economy. Pakistan, which
shares borders with China and Iran, has a high rate of movement,
and trade has been threatened by viral infection. Around 7,000
Pakistani pilgrims have returned from Iran to Taftan Quarantine.
The return of pilgrims to their communities without border
checks has led in the spread of diseases throughout the country.
Pakistan’s insufficient medical facilities system, with 0.6 beds per
1,000 people and a health budget of less than 0.75 percent of
GDP, is blamed of bearing the COVID-19 impact if there is an
exponential increase in cases. Furthermore, a lack of expertise
and a general lack of awareness leads people to be unconcerned
with social distances and hand-cleanness.

Karachi has an incredible population of 14.91 million and is
the capital of Sindh Province, a terribly affected region to date,
with the most significant amount of confirmed cases of COVID-
19 in the country and 87 communal transmission cases. In the
coming weeks, a remarkable expansion will restrict the city’s
health infrastructure from collapsing into turmoil. Eighty percent
of the ailments are moderate, according to a late study, with
18.5% needing hospitalization, of which 4.7%would require basic
ICU treatment [21]. Ambiguity about the spread of the virus and
the degree of total demand could damage the financial market
growth in the county, resulting in greater exchange-rate volatility.

“The Pakistani economy is declining, unemployment is
growing, and a wide spectrum of businesses are in trouble,” said
ZafarMoti, former director of the Karachi Stock Exchange (KSE).
This would all have a negative impact on international reserves
and, eventually, the currency’s value. He said “Capital markets
would suffer in the long run as well”.

Pakistan’s GDP growth rate was 5.8 percent when Khan came
into power in 2018, but it is now 0.98 percent and likely to
decrease further. The country’s budget is around 10% out of
balance, and exports have declined in the previous 2 years.

IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON PAKISTAN’S
RUPEE

Despite the extreme economic repercussions of Covid-19, the
rupee held firm against the US dollar in 2020. The local currency
dropped 3.29 percent against the US dollar between December
31, 2019, and 30th December, 2020.

The Covid-19 began growing on a worldwide scale in early
2020, and it had reached Pakistan by the end of February. The
country’s external trade production had begun to rise, and over
$3 billion had been invested in domestic bonds.

Moreover, the rapid increase and expansion of Covid-19 in
February led investors to withdraw their investments in domestic
bonds, causing the country’s foreign reserves to decrease. The
withdrawal of this investment depleted the reserves of the State
Bank of Pakistan (SBP), severely influencing the currency rate.

The dollar was worth Rs. 154.55 in February before rising
to Rs. 166.5 in March of the same year. COVID-19 had an
immediate impact on the field. The bulk of the $3 billion
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accumulated in local bonds would also leave the country within
3 months.

In June, the dollar hit a high of Rs. 168.20 in the interbank
market and about Rs. 170 in the free market. Until September,
when it was trading at Rs. 165.85 per rupee, the dollar
remained high.

The dollar started losing value against the rupee in October,
when it dropped to Rs. 160.35 Since October, the dollar has been
very stable, with just minor fluctuations. “Because the exchange
rate has remained about the same for the previous 3 months, I
expect it to remain at the same price for the next 3 months,” said
Malik Bostan, President of the Forex Association of Pakistan.

For the previous 6 months, the current account has been in
surplus, which has aided the SBP’s foreign reserves while also
boosting the exchange rate.

The COVID-19 severely affected the world economy
including Pakistan. The authors in [22] studied and collected
data from 184 Pakistani micro, small, and medium-sized
enterprises (MSMEs) utilizing an online questionnaire method.
They found that, most of the enterprises were severely affect
due to COVID-19 outbreak. In the same way, the authors in
[23] developed the relationship between the COVID-19 cases
and its impact on Pakistan economy. Moreover, they find the
demand-side shocks and supply-side shocks with COVID-19 on
Pakistan economy. The authors concluded in their study that
both the factors will affected due to COVID-19 pandemic.

In this study, we developed the model for COVID cases with
respect to dollar exchange rate for Pakistan.

The following hypothesis has been proposed as a consequence
of the above literature review:

Ho: The COVID-19 daily tests does not affect the Pakistani
Rupee against the US Dollar exchange rate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This section tends to the methodology utilized in this study
with regards to data, sample and Research Model. First of all we
discuss about the Time Series Model that have been used.

Research Model
The goal of this study is to see how X (COVID-19) daily
testing affects the performance of the Pakistani rupee Y (PKUSD)
against the US dollar exchange rate. The Model has the following
practical form:

yt= α0+β1yt−1+β2yt−2 + . . . ,βjyt−j+δ1ct+δ2ct−1 . . . , δict−j+εt (1)

Where yt ,yt−1, yt−2, . .. yt−j denotes the Pakistani rupee
against the US dollar exchange rate and their lags. Similarly,ct,
ct−1, ct−2, . . . ct−j denotes the number daily COVID-19 tests.
Moreover, the coefficients α0, β , δ and ε are intercept term,
PKUSD, number of tests and error term, respectively.

COVID-19 and PKUSD Data
Due to the COVID-19 eruption, various organizations and
entities have made COVID-19 data for study and testing publicly
accessible datasets.

The “Novel Corona Virus 2019 Dataset” includes daily
data about:

i. New COVID-19 confirmed cases
ii. COVID-19 daily tests
iii. The Number of deaths
iv. Recoveries of COVID-19 patients

The study’s data was gathered from two different sources.
The data for the COVID-19 daily tests pandemic from (Feb 26,
2020 to March, 2021) were obtained from the Official web site of
the Pakistan’s government “Ministry of National Health Services
Regulation and Coordination” and data for the regular closing
US-dollar against Pakistani rupee were obtained from the website
“Investing.com.” We used R software was used for analysis of
this study. Both the data sets are presented in Figures 1 and 2

respectively.

Vector Autoregressive (VAR) Model
To identify shock of the Pakistani rupee market rate caused
by COVID-19, a Vector Autoregressive Model was created,
following Sims [24] ID technique, in which no arbitrary
restriction is imposed on the model, taking into account that
there is lacking theoretical and empirical support to consider
a causal channel between the Pakistani rupee market rate
and COVID-19.

Vector Autoregressive Model is a Mathematical formula used
to demonstrate the interaction between various variables as they
alter over time. It is a kind of StochasticMethodology. Thismodel
is widely used in economics and natural sciences. Such as the
AR model, each component will have a modeling approach in
its evolution over time. This equation combines the lagged (past)
value of a variable, the lagged values with another variable in the
analysis, and the error term. The Vector Autoregressive Models
don’t require as many details more about forces impacting
the vector as the physical models mostly with a simultaneous
equation will. Just the earlier knowledge needed would be a set of
factors that can be expected to affect someone after some period.
The simplified VAR method removes the pre-requisite for linear
analysis by evaluating each change in the dependent variable
throughout the process with an aspect of p-lagged estimates of
the total of the response variables in the research.

VAR Models were presented by the macro econometrician
to show the joint dynamics and causal relations among a bunch
of macroeconomic factors [24]. VAR Models are helpful for
forecasting. Note that a VARModel is the generalization of a Uni-
variate Autoregressive Model. The VARModel is given below:

Zt = B1Zt−1 + ........... + BpZt−p
+ CXt + et (2)

Where Zt is a h×1 vector of the dependent variable, x is a
p×1 vector of independent variables, B1, B2,..........,Bp is h×h Lag
coefficient Matrices to be calculated and C is h×p Matrix with
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FIGURE 1 | Daily COVID-19 tests from February 2020 to March 2021 in Pakistan.

FIGURE 2 | Shows daily US-dollar exchange rate from February 2020 to March 2021 in Pakistan.

Explanatory variables coefficients to be calculated and et is a
white-noise invention technique.

VAR is used to model the interrelated time series system
and to evaluate the complex influence of random disturbances
on the factor system COVID to PKUSD. This study uses a
two-variable Vector Autoregressive Model to evaluate the causal
interaction between the two variables i.e., number of COVID-19
daily tests (COVID) and the Pakistani Rupee US dollar exchange
rate (PKUSD). Then we also introduced IRF (Impulse Response
Function), Decomposition of Variance, and GCW test (Granger

Causality Wald) test within Vector Autoregressive process amid
two dependent factors.

Impulse Response Function
An impulse response function (IRF) of an active device is the
output of the IRF as specified in a small input signal termed an
impulse in signal processing. In general, the impulse response is
the response of any complex system in the light of any external
transition. In the two cases described above, the impulse response
indicates the system’s response as a function of time. In both
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FIGURE 3 | Daily tests data after stationarity.

FIGURE 4 | PKUSD data after stationarity.

of these instances, the dynamic configuration and its impulse
response could be real components or could be the mathematical
framework of the equation.

The Impulse Reaction Work in vector auto-regressive
structure has been used to regulate the Usefulness of a 1-time
impact on the development of current along with projected
dependent vector numbers. Impulse reaction analysis is a critical
step in the econometric analysis that uses auto-regressive vector
models. Their key goal is to make clear the evolution of the
variables of the model in response to a shock in one or more
variables. This function makes it easy to discern the distribution
of a single stun inside or otherwise a noisy series of equations
and thus makes them very useful tools for seeking fiscal plans.

This post provides an introduction of the idea and understanding
of impulse response functions as they are repeatedly used in the
VAR literature and provides codes for their calculation in R.

Variance Decomposition Method
Decomposition of the variation offers the level of fluctuations in
response variables related to their small crises alongside crises
of other variables [25–27]. Variance decomposition is extracted
from a VAR with parallel residues to facilitate comprehension.
Variance decomposition is a procedure used in econometrics and
multivariate time series analysis to assist in the evaluation of the
vector auto-regression (VAR) model after it has been constructed
[21]. This approach displays howmuch information each variable
in the auto-regression model gives to the other variables. It is
shown that external shocks to the other components may explain
a large portion of the variance breakdown of each element.

Granger Causality Test
The Granger causality test, first discovered in 1969, is a statistical
technique for determining if one time series helps forecast the
other [28]. To use the term “causality”, as Granger-causality
would be best expressed as “causality” as “precedence” [29].
Just like Granger itself said that in 1977, “temporally related”
[30]. Instead of checking If Y affects X, Granger’s causality tests
whether Y predicts X [31].

If it is discovered that a set of t-tests, as well as F-tests on
the lagged-values of X (and even the lagged Y-values), indicate
significant information of the possible values of Y, the time series
X is said to Granger-causes Y. In a stationary time series, the
test is conducted with two (or even more) variables at the level
values. If the parameters are non-stationary, the evaluation is
conducted using a first or higher differences. The amount of lags
to be used is chosen based on an information criterion, as the AIC
or SIC or ADF test. Each specific lag-value of one of its variables
shall remain throughout regression since (1) it becomes essential
according to the t-test, all (2), as well as the other lag-values of a
variable, shall contribute evenly to the explanatory power of the
system according to the F-test. At the same time, the presumption
with no Granger is not rejected since there are no lagged values
of an independent variable maintained in the regression.

Let us Y and X are stationary at first differences. So we
assess the hypothesis whether X is not Granger-causes Y, then we
find the necessary lagged-values of Y should be included in the
Uni-variate Auto Regression of Y.

Yt = b0 + b1Yt−1 + b2Yt−2 + . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . + bmYt−m + et (3)

Then, the auto-regressive system is extended by totaling the
X-lagged values

Yt = b0 + b1Yt−1 + b2Yt−2 + . . . . . . + bmYt−m

+ bpXt−p + . . . . . . + cqxt−q + et (4)

In the above Equation 4, the variable Yt denote the PKUSD
and its lags value to the right hand side of the equation and the
independent variables and its lags values, respectively.
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TABLE 1 | Results of the COVID and PKUSD using ADF test.

Variable Levels First difference

Dickey-Fuller Lag order P-value Dickey-Fuller Lag order P-value

X −5.26 7 0.01 −7.50 7 0.01

Y −2.65 7 0.30 −6.47 7 0.01

Alternative hypothesis: Stationary.

TABLE 2 | Results of the COVID and PKUSD using PP test.

Variable Levels First difference

Dickey-Fuller Lag order P-value Dickey-Fuller Lag order P-value

COVID −21.20 5 0.0532 −420.36 5 0.010

PKUSD −6.86 5 0.7261 −384.81 5 0.013

Alternative hypothesis: Stationary.

Throughout this VAR equation, every lagged value of
X that is independently significant in terms of the t-
statistics shall be maintained, given that they together attach

the predictive regression capacity as per the F-test (Whose
Ho: That no predictive capability has been used together
by the X’s). Mostly in the terminology of the enhanced
regression referred to above, p denotes the lowest, and q
denotes the greatest lag for which the lagged X values
are significant.

Assuming whether X would not be Granger-causes Y is
accepted if X’s lagged-values do not exist throughout regression.
The methods used by Granger [32] and Pasquale and Joseph [33]
to assess whether or not X (COVID) affects Y (PKUSD) are to first
determine the magnitude of Present Y that should be explained
by prior values of Y, and then to evaluate whether adding lagged
x values can improve the proficiency of Y is assumed to be
Granger-brought about X if X increases with the prediction of
Y or commonly More or fewer lags have often grown easier to
utilize. The hypothesis is formulated as to the importance of all
historical data. Throughout this study, we would use a lag order
of 7 which refers to the maximum duration of fair confidence
beyond that one variable is used to estimate the other variable
[34–36].

Yt = bo + b1Yt−1 + . . . . . . . . . + b1Yt−1 + β1Xt−1

+ . . . . . . . . . + β1Xtx−1 + et (5)

We evaluated the non-appearance of Granger causality by
analyzing the appropriate VAR conditions below:

Each pair of (X, Y) patterns inside a group. And relevant
F-results based on the typical assumption:

Ho: Whether X(COVID) does not affect Y(PKUSD) and that Y
doesn’t affect X in regression.

Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF) Test
In Econometrics, the ADF-test tested the hypothesis i.e., H0 that
the root unit present in the results of the time series. The alternate

TABLE 3 | Selection criterion for VAR lag order.

Lag AIC HQ SC FPE

1 −1.89 −1.88 −1.87 0.15

2 −2.01 −2.00 −1.98 0.13

3 −2.09 −2.07 −2.05 0.12

4 −2.09 −2.07 −2.04 0.12

5 −2.21 −2.19 −2.15 0.10

6 −2.27 −2.25 −2.20 0.11

7 −2.33 −2.30 −2.25 0.096

8 −2.34 −2.31 −2.25 0.095

9 −2.35 −2.31 −2.25 0.094

10 −2.37* −2.33* −2.26* 0.092*

*Shows the lag order chosen by the criteria.

is distinctly based on which type of a test is being used and is
often either trend or stationary. It is an improved version of the
Augmented Dickey test, with a much larger and more detailed
time series structural model. The ADF-test yielded a negative
result. When the ADF is considerably negative, the hypothesis
Ho: The existence of a unit root with some level of certainty is
likely to be rejected [37]. The ADF test evaluates whether or not
the variables in the analysis are stationary. Figures 3, 4 shows the
first difference of the daily COVID-19 tests and PKUSD dollar
exchange rate respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

VAR Model
The VAR model is fitted, and first of all the variables Stationarity
is checked by Augmented Dickey Fuller test and shown in
Tables 1, 2.

Both the variables X (COVID) and Y (PKUSD) are stationary
at the first difference, as the Vector autoregressive model requires
stationary data to control the variable as shown in Table 1. At
the first difference, the variables have a unit root. The selection
criterion for the VAR lag order is shown in Table 3. Moreover,
ADF test and PP test gives same ideas for the data stationarity
and results output are in the form of Dickey fuller values.

In Table 3, Lag Selection Criteria, i.e., AIC, Hannan-
Quinn information criterion (HQ), SIC, and Final prediction
error (FPE), all criterion suggested taking 10 lags in Vector
autoregressive model to be the optimum lag, as well as the
polynomial of the AR characteristics roots of inverse shows
the reciprocal mode of every root attribute is within the circle.
Moreover, as shown in Figure 5 the order of lag 10 is appropriate.
However, the ADF test suggested 7 lags PP test suggested 5
lags, respectively.

The findings of the VARmodel can be seen in Table 4. Testing
whose latency (COVID-19) is significant in the explanation
(PKUSD) is mentioned to in the equation table structure. At the
stage where the response variable is Y (PKUSD), X (COVID)
lags 1, and 6 is significant at 5% whereas the lags 4 and 7 is
significant at 1%. Further, the value of Log-Likelihood function
is 1602.694 for the Vector autoregressive model is typically high,
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FIGURE 5 | Inverse roots.

TABLE 4 | VAR model estimates.

Coefficient Estimate S.E t-values P-value

xt−1 12.73 4.39 2.89 0.003**

xt−2 4.81 4.46 1.07 0.281

xt−3 7.35 4.49 1.63 0.102

xt−4 23.09 4.52 5.10 5.30e-07***

xt−5 −8.00 4.62 −1.73 0.084*

xt−6 −13.03 4.61 −2.82 0.005**

xt−7 23.70 4.63 5.11 4.90e-07***

Constant 0.048 0.014 3.01 0.002**

Residual Stand. Error: 0.3008 on 380 df.

Multiple R2: 0.4488 Adj, R2: 0.4285.

F-statistic: 22.1 on 14 and 380 df, p-value: 2.2e-16.
***Significant at 1% level, **Significant at 5% level, *Significant at 10% level.

TABLE 5 | VAR Model Estimates for G-price with dollar exchange rate during

Non-COVID-19 period.

Co-efficient Estimate Std. error t-value Pr(>|t|)

gt−1 −0.2991110 0.0574360 −5.208 3.57e-07***

gt−2 −0.0935497 0.2549524 −1.587 0.11364

gt−3 0.0979601 0.5458279 1.662 0.09755*

gt−4 0.2432030 0.0895262 2.409 0.03**

gt−5 −0.0597949 0.2580430 −1.031 0.30344

***Significant at 1% level, **Significant at 5% level, *Significant at 10% level.

furthermore, the AIC = −3145.387 is low, which means the
Model’s potential is good.

The findings of the VARmodel can be seen in Table 5. Testing
whose latency gold price (g) is significant in the explanation
PKUSD (y) is mentioned to in the equation table structure. At the
stage where the response variable is PKUSD (y), gt−1 and gt−4 is
significant at 0.01 and 5%, respectively.

The findings of the VAR model can be seen in Table 6. G-
price is significant in the explanation (PKUSD) is mentioned to
in the equation table structure. At the stage where the response
variable is PKUSD, gt−2 and gt−3 is significant at 5%. Moreover,
covariance and correlation matrices are found in Table 7.

TABLE 6 | VAR Model Estimates for G-price with dollar exchange rate during

COVID-19 period.

Co-efficient Estimate Std. error t-value Pr(>|t|)

gt−1 0.0526733 0.5087927 0.998 0.31903

gt−2 0.1001955 0.0521400 2.109 0.05889*

gt−3 0.1286752 0.0525773 2.447 0.01483**

**Significant at 5% level, *Significant at 10% level.

TABLE 7 | (A) Covariance matrix of the residuals, (B) Correlation matrix of

residuals.

Variable PKUSD COVID-19 Variable PKUSD COVID-19

PKUSD 1.231e-05 −7.871e-05 PKUSD 1.00000 −0.07458

COVID-19 −7.871e-05 9.046e-02 COVID-19 −0.07458 1.00000

FIGURE 6 | Impulse response function.

Result of Impulse Response Function
Figure 6 shows the effects of the IR function in the VAR model.
The Impulse Response line is black, while the red lines represent
95 percent coefficient intervals. IRF at all instances in the 95%
confidence coefficient range. The responsiveness of the Pakistani
rupee to US-dollar to the amount of each day COVID-19 tests
can be examined. Figure 6 is the IR function of the Pakistani
rupee against the US-dollar to the amount of daily COVID-19
tests. One standard error stunning from the COVID-19 daily tests
of the Pakistani Rupee US-dollar immediately have significant
impacts, declines between 1 and 3 days in the negative zone
and then steadily rises to 4th day in the positive zone and these
variations persist until the 10th day means that the graph shows
no stability. As a result, variations to the COVID-19 daily tests
would have a long-term effect on Pakistan’s rupee against the
US-dollar.
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TABLE 8 | Variance decomposition.

Day Variance decomposition of response Y (PKUSD)

Y (PKUSD) X (COVID)

1 0.00556242 0.9944376

2 0.03116717 0.9688328

3 0.03093390 0.9690661

4 0.03256297 0.9674370

5 0.06690047 0.9330995

6 0.10989527 0.8901047

7 0.11815517 0.8818448

8 0.17054066 0.8294593

9 0.17307896 0.8269210

10 0.17439887 0.8256011

TABLE 9 | VAR granger causality test.

Null hypothesis F d.f. P-value Decision

Ho: Y (COVID) does not

Granger causes X

(PKUSD)

8.2815 (381, 10) 0.000 Reject Ho

TABLE 10 | Summary statistics of daily tests and PKUSD dollar exchange rate.

Daily tests US dollar

Min. 5 152.185

1st Qu. 16612.5 159.5888

Median 28,117 160.6899

Mean 25791.28 162.0838

3rd Qu. 36,926 166.195

Max. 55,605 168.88

Results of Variance Decomposition Method
The number of daily COVID-19 tests has comparatively
influenced Pakistan’s rupee against the US-dollar exchange rate.
The findings of Variance Decomposition within the VAR context
can be observed in Table 8. Consequently, on the first day,
the COVID-19 daily tests influence the Pakistan rupee-dollar
exchange rate is 0.55 percent. On the 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th
days COVID-19 daily tests influenced Pakistan’s rupee-dollar
exchange rate is 3.12, 3.09, 3.26, and 6.69 percent, respectively.
The 6th and 7th day’s shocks to the amount of daily COVID-
19 tests contribute to 10.99 and 11.82 percent of the variations

in Pakistan’s rupee-dollar exchange rate, respectively. On the
10th day, the COVID-19 daily tests influence the Pakistan
rupee-dollar exchange rate is 17.44 percent. As a result, the
Variance Decomposition does not maintain stability as the no
of COVID-19 daily tests increases as a result of which the
percentage of variations explained in the Pakistan rupee-US
dollar exchange rate also increases in the long term.

Result of Granger Causality Test
Table 9 shows results of the Vector Autoregressive Granger
Causality test by using the F test. We already found that when the
response variable is the Y (PKUSD), the assumption is rejected
at the 1% significance level. It can be inferred that in Pakistan’s
case, the no of COVID-19 daily tests each day generates shifts
in the rate of exchange of the US-dollar. Table 10 shows the
summary statistics of the daily COVID-19 tests and PKUSD
dollar exchange rate.

CONCLUSION

The goal of this study is to use a Vector Autoregressive (VAR)
technique to investigate the primary influence of the COVID-19
daily test epidemic on the Pakistani rupee against the US dollar
exchange rate. Based on the Vector Autoregressive Model, values
of the lag of the explanatory variable, to explain the variation
within Y (PKUSD) are significant. The Pakistani rupee to US
dollar exchange rate has been influenced in the longer run by a
shock positive to COVID-19 daily tests. Clearly speaking, a shock
of the number of COVID-19 daily tests every day influences the
rise and fall of the Impulse receiver (or response variables). We
have found apparent evidence of the cause of COVID-19 daily
tests to the Pakistani rupee against the US Dollar exchange rate
by Granger Causality test and conclude that the COVID-19 daily
tests have a significant effect on the US dollar exchange rate
against the Pakistani rupee.
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